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T
he only thing tougher than catching

fish on sack tides on the California

Delta is a lake the day after they low-

ered it by a foot. You can fish the Delta all your

life and just when you think you have it figured

out, it changes. Fishing the Delta can be very

rewarding and not mention fun, and at the same

time, it can also be very frustrating at times. The

biggest key like with any body of water is to find

a pattern. When you find that pattern it can be

applied to most of the Delta.

In the Delta we have many variables to con-

tend with such as clear water, murky water, large

ranges of water temperature, boat traffic in nar-

row places, masses of underwater growth, and

last but not least, rising and lowering tides with

slack water in between. Every time the tide

changes from incoming to outgoing tide, and

vice versa, there is a slack, or dead, tide of about

15 to 20 minutes or so depending where you

located. Back water areas can be longer than

the main river.

Most people will find their best bite at high

incoming and high outgoing tides or low outgo-

ing and low incoming tides. When the tide

(water) is moving the fish are positioned usual-

ly behind some structure that blocks the cur-

rent, like tule clumps, points, and bends in the

channel or some debris. Putting it bluntly, they

are distracted and sometimes feeding so aggres-

sively you can almost be right on top of them

when they bite. If you want avoid the slack

water you can “run the tides” and stay on a

good bite. (Another article in it’s self) What

about slack tide?

At slack tide there are no distractions, the

water is calm (not moving) fish are not usually

feeding aggressively. It’s very important to be

quiet, not seen or felt and this can be the differ-

ence in caching fish on the slack tide. Without

the moving water the fish often times suspend

off the bank and can be difficult to even get a

bite. When fishing slack tide try backing your

boat further off the bank, fish slow and deeper

than you were during the moving water. Your

bait entering the water quietly is very important

as the fish are much more aware of what’s

going on. Practice long pitches and develop

quiet and soft entries. Make more precise casts

and work your bait more slowly than normal

(notice we used slow twice). One last sugges-

tion is to try some isolated structures. If you

don’t know any isolated structure, probe deep-

er and see what you can find. If fishing slack

tide has been a sore spot in your day, I hope

these hints will help.

by Gene Buchholz
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